Potential New Gen-Ed Courses Offered at the College

A recent change to the General Education program has deemed it necessary for all General Education courses to teach students practical tasks for day-to-day life. With Add/Drop period not over yet, HARE TODAY is happy to give Leverett students a list of fun gen ed courses to try!

- **Empirical and Mathematical Reasoning 1057: Introduction to Statistics and Microsoft Excel**

- **Science of Living Systems 350: Bodily Bacteria and Personal Hygiene**

- **Culture and Belief 58: Cultural Diffusion Across the Americas and Dealing With Racist Relatives at Thanksgiving**

- **Science of the Physical Universe 691: Friction, the Wheel, and Finally Learning How To Longboard**

- **United States and the World 2777: American Travel in the 21st Century and How to Get Through Airport Security Faster**

- **Societies of the World 82: Ancient Egyptian Pottery and How to Operate a Washing Machine**

- **Ethical Reasoning 101: Kant, Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, and Not Crumpling Under the Weight of Your Existential Dread At Random Points Throughout the Day**
Leverett Student Looks to Fully Enjoy Last Semester at Leverett House

Leverett Senior Michelle Seizethedaymith ’16 is looking forward to her last semester here in Leverett House. “I have spent the best (almost) six semesters of my life in Leverett House, and I really want to finish it out on the right note.” Ms. Seizethedaymith revealed some of her plans to The Hare Today Staff, which include making it to every Open House, Stein Club, and IMs. “Sometimes, students don’t get everything they can out of this place and the house system at Harvard. I know I missed several Open Houses and Stein Clubs when I was younger, but now I know what type of roll they play in fostering community at the house.”

On top of being a very successful senior at the College, Ms. Seizethedaymith is also a very accomplished IM athlete. “I have had a lot of success out there in almost every IM sport we play, and I know Leverett will continue in this tradition after I leave.” The Hare Today wanted to know what, if any predictions she has for the upcoming IM season, to which she responded, “Sometimes, it’s really hard to tell, especially when you are graduating such a large senior class like we are this year. A lot of my friends have done a really good job keeping this team going, but I know moving forward we will always have teams that compete because we have such a great core of athletes here.” Ms. Seizethedaymith promises to return to Leverett when she can, and possibly participate in an IM event if she can get away with it. “Of course I would be happy to play flag-football again. Every kid dreams of this stage.”